Synthesis of a biobased antioxidant additive for diesel fuel
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Abstract: In this study, our objective is to synthesize a biobased antioxidant additive for Diesel fuel during the storage. Our choice was made particularly on the olive oil as raw material because of its oleic acid content which is more than 75%. The processes involved were epoxidation of oleic acid of the olive oil, opening of the oxirane ring, and esterification. The structures of the products were confirmed by FTIR. To test the effectiveness of our biobased antioxidant additive, we carried out Accelerated Oxidation Test – AOT on diesel without additive (blank) and diesel with additive with various concentrations: 2000, 4000, and 6000 ppm. The oxidative degradation of diesel with or without antioxidants was investigated by UV-visible spectroscopy was used to monitor the changes using peroxide value. A remarkable stability of diesel with antioxidant additive comparing with the blank confirms the inhibition of the oxidation phenomenon and thus of the good efficiency of antioxidant additive from the optimal concentration of 2000ppm.
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1. Introduction

Our work falls under a set of themes which answers a major series of restrictions related to the use of the various fuels, requirements are emitted each year such as the toxicity and the biodegradation as of the latter. The progressive replacement of the petroleum products by other alternate products is planned to solve the double problems of availability of the energy and the environmental protection [1, 2]. The biomass seems a source of promising energy for petrochemical industry and the refining, in particular when it is transformed into biofuels or bioadditives usable directly in the traditional engine combustion. Indeed, to replace products resulting from oil resources by biobased compounds makes it possible to reduce the consumption of fossil resources and the gas emissions for purpose of greenhouse at the end of the lifetime of the products [3, 4].

Vegetable oils are an abundant natural resource, varied, not very expensive and available. In addition, they present an interesting functionality and are not harmful for the man or the environment [4]. Our choice was made particularly on the olive oil because of its wealth of oleic acid.

Our objective is to synthesize an additive for Diesel fuel starting from a vegetable oil, and we carried an interest particular to the antioxidant additives having like principal function to inhibit the formation of peroxides.

During storage, Diesel fuel can be extremely sensitive to oxidation and thermal degradation. In the presence of oxygen, the Diesel is likely to undergo, even at ambient temperature, a process of oxidation which leads to the formation of viscous products called usually gums [5]. Additives for petroleum products are substances that are mixed with lubricants and fuels with well-defined proportions to enhance their natural properties or give their new physical or chemical properties [5, 6]. The antioxidant additives guarantee the storage stability by avoiding the formation of sediments and of gums in the tanks and the latter can then clog the filters. They are also called inhibitors of oxidation [5].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The olive oil used as raw material for the synthesis and the fractions of the diesel were characterized according to standards in force. Formic acid (88%) was obtained from Fisher Scientific. All other chemicals, reagents and solvents...
were obtained from Aldrich Chemical. All materials were used without further purification. All organic extracts were dried using anhydrous magnesium sulfate (Aldrich Chemical).

2.2. Characterization

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a BRUKER Alpha-T Spectrophotometer. UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded using a SHIMADZU U-1800 spectrophotometer. All data were collected in the range of 200–800 nm.

2.3. Synthesis of Triester

2.3.1. Epoxidation Oleic Acid of the Olive Oil (EOA)

Hydrogen peroxide solution (30%, 8.0 mL) was added slowly into a stirred solution of oleic acid (OA) (90%, 15 g) in formic acid (88%, 14 mL) at 4°C (ice bath) and the combined reaction was allowed to proceed at room temperature with vigorous stirring (900 rpm) until the formation of a white, powdery solid (about 2-5 h). The solid was collected via vacuum filtration, washed with H₂O (chilled, 3 x 10 mL), and placed under high vacuum for 12 h, yielding deoxidized oleic acid (EOA) as a colorless, powdery solid.

2.3.2. Synthesis of Monoester

Hydroxy-10-acyloxyoctadecanoic Acid (HYAODA)

To a mixture of EOA (31 g), 5 g of p-toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA) and toluene (70 mL), fatty acids (6 g) were added during 1.5 h. The mixture was kept in a thermostat for 1.5 h in order to keep the reaction mixture temperature under 70-80°C. The reaction mixture was subsequently heated to 90–100 °C and refluxed for 3 h. After the reaction termination, the heating was stopped and the mixture was left to stand overnight at ambient room temperature. The mixture was washed with the water next day. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate and the solvent was removed using the vacuum evaporator.

2.3.3. Synthesis of Diester Butyl

9-Hydroxy-10-Acylxyoctadecanoate (BHYAOD)

Sulfuric acid (conc. H₂SO₄, 10 mol%) was added into a stirred suspension of HYAODA (3.35 mmol) in n-butanol (3.35 mL). The suspension was heated with stirring at 60 °C for 10 h. Hexanes (5 mL) was then added. The solution was washed with NaHCO₃ (sat. aq., 1 x 0.5 mL) and brine (2 x 1 mL), dried using MgSO₄, filtered, concentrated in vacuo and placed for 6 h under vacuum to yield the desired product.

2.3.4. Synthesis of Triesters Butyl 9-(octadecanoyloxy) 10-(acyloxy) Octadecanoate (BOOAOD)

Oleic acid (5 g) was added to a solution of diesters Butyl 9-hydroxy-10-acyloyoctadecanoate (5 g) and sulfuric acid (10%) in a 2-neck round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar at room temperature; The mixture was heated to 50°C ; then the reaction mixture was refluxed with stirring for 10 h. After the reaction was transferred to a separatory funnel, the lower aqueous phase was removed, and hexane (20 mL) was added to the upper oily phase. The organic phase was then washed with NaHCO₃ (sat. aq., 2 x 5 mL) and brine (2 x 5 mL), dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtered, concentrated in vacuo, and placed under high vacuum for 6 h to provide the triesters as clear oils, which were stored over molecular sieves to mitigate potential hydrolysis.

2.4. Accelerated Oxidation Test – AOT

Accelerated oxidation test (AOT) was carried out in an oxidation apparatus with base in the Rancimat method [6, 7]. The Diesel samples were placed in a 100 mL vessel of glass, kept at a constant temperature (150 °C), in the presence of air atmosphere (21% oxygen) [8,9]. The oxidation process was monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy and by peroxide value determination, where the samples were collected at intervals of 1 hour and analyzed [10].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Epoxidation and Esterification

In our earlier studies on the synthesis of diesters we described the treatment of epoxidized oleic acid with appropriate fatty acids in the presence of catalytic p-toluene sulfonic acid (PTSA) to yield various ring opened products [10]. The process was followed by the esterification of carboxylic acid group with n-butanol to afford diester products, and to finish by esterification of the resulting α-hydroxy group in diester with oleic acid and to give triester. All synthesized compounds were verified by FTIR
spectroscopy.
In the FTIR spectra of compounds mono-, di-, and triester, the absorption due to the C–O of epoxy group (822 and 842 cm−1) is not observed. This fact suggests that the EQA undergoes complete ring opening under the reaction condition. Bands representing C=O groups (725, 1743 cm−1), CH3 groups (1370–1463 cm−1), OH groups (3473–3444 cm−1) and also C–O–C bands in esters (999–1105 cm−1) are clearly visible in the spectra.

The preparation of butyl 9-(octadecanoyloxy) 10-(acyloxy) octadecanoate from EOA is an effective way of introducing branching onto the fatty acid (FA) chains of plant oils.

In situ epoxidation of vegetable oil with carboxylic acid in the presence of suitable catalyst in which peracetic acid formation is an acid-catalyzed reaction \[1\].

Whereas the main reaction involving the epoxy group formation is an uncatalyzed reaction \[12\]:

\[
\text{RCOOH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{RCOOOH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{1}
\]

The excess reagents can react with the epoxy rings to cause unwanted side reactions \[13\] as depicted below:

![Epoxidation Side Reactions](image)

By analyzing the FTIR spectra of the acid 9, 10-epoxyoctadecanoic and in comparison with that of the olive oil one will realize the appearance of two new peaks to 846 cm\(^{-1}\) and 919 cm\(^{-1}\). These new peaks testify to the presence of the epoxy function in the product.

In the second step of the synthesis we took advantage of the high reactivity of the epoxide function to graft a long carbon chain, in fact the opening of the oxirane ring in the presence of palmitic acid allows us to have at the end of the reaction product having a relatively high number carbones. On the FTIR spectra we can clearly see the disappearance of the peaks of the epoxide function (846 cm\(^{-1}\) and 919 cm\(^{-1}\)) and the appearance of a sizeable peak to 1106 cm\(^{-1}\). Latter corresponds to the ester formed after graft palmitic acid at the oxirane group. The appearance of another peak at 3435 cm\(^{-1}\), it corresponds to the hydroxyl groups (-OH) appears after ring opening.

For the synthesis of diester BHYAOD was performed esterification between n-butanol and the product of the second reaction HYAODA. During this reaction we seek grafting onto the carboxyl function of the previous product HYAODA, a butyl group, and this explains the decrease in absorbance of the carboxyl group at 1734 cm\(^{-1}\) and the increase of the peak corresponding to the ester to 1102 cm\(^{-1}\).

The synthesis of triester consists in grafting a carboxyl group on the hydroxyl function of the preceding product the BHYAOD. For that one carries out an esterification between the BHAYAOD and another molecule of oleic acid. This reaction can also be carried out by acylation \[14\].

It should be noted that this spectrum on the total disappearance of peaks corresponding to the double bonds which were 1238 cm\(^{-1}\), 1746 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3005 cm\(^{-1}\) thus increase in absorbance of the ester function to 1204 cm\(^{-1}\) and that the decrease of the hydroxyl function at 3443 cm\(^{-1}\) “Fig.3” confirms that the reaction occurred.

The Figure 3 presents the FTIR spectra of the antioxidant additive.

![Figure 3. FTIR spectra of triester additive.](image)

### 3.2. Test of the Effectiveness of Antioxidant Additive on the Diesel Fuel

To follow the peroxides value in the diesel before and after the application of our antioxidant additive with various concentrations, we carried out Accelerated Oxidation Test on: diesel without additive (blank) ; commercial diesel; diesel with 2000 ppm of the additive diesel with 4000 ppm of the additive and diesel with 6000 ppm of the additive.

Ultraviolet – visible spectroscopy analysis methods are fast becoming workhorse techniques for providing analytical data on degradation of diesel \[8\]. The Figures 4-6 show UV-vis of commercial diesel; diesel in the absence and presence of the antioxidant additive at different times of oxidation: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours.

![Figure 4. UV-vis of commercial diesel at different times of oxidation.](image)
According to the UV-vis spectroscopy data, it is noteworthy that this technique can supply indications about quality of diesel and its oxidation products derived from accelerated oxidation test (AOT). This UV-vis spectroscopy determination constitutes a different approach from the measure of primary and secondary oxidation products, for example, peroxides, ketones, acid, aldehydes and others, and actually, it has been adopted more and more. In this direction, one supervised the Absorbance at 256 nm of diesel at different times of oxidation. Comparing the spectrum of diesel with 2000 ppm additive and the blank we will notice a clear reduction in the peroxide value but the comparison of diesel with 2000 ppm antioxidant and the commercial one show that they have the same results.

The Figures 4-8 showed that the samples have an absorption peak at 256 nm. The Figure 5 showed UV-vis spectrum of diesel in absence of additive with absorbance at 232 nm from 0, 65962 (0 h of oxidation) to 1, 24540 (6 h of oxidation). From Figures 7-8 it was found that after addition of antioxidants to the diesel with various concentration of 2000-4000 and 6000 ppm, this last become more stable than the blank.

We can observe these results very clearly even on the coloring level of diesel in the “Fig. 9”, we have of left on the right: commercial Diesel, Diesel with 2000 ppm, Diesel with 4000 ppm and finally Diesel with 6000 ppm.

4. Conclusion

In this work, an antioxidant additive for diesel fuel was synthesized. We sought to enhance the inedible vegetable oils, in our case it was the bitter olive oil, but we can soon do tests on waste oils such as frying oils. The products obtained at the different synthesis stages were characterized by FTIR spectroscopy. the yields obtained in these steps are interesting and relevant bibliographic data. The results showed a clear reduction of the peroxide value which was monitored by UV-visible spectroscopy. Reduction in peroxide content confirms the inhibition of the oxidation phenomenon and thus of the good efficiency of the bioadditive synthesized.
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